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August grapevine  
should be sent by 

Sunday 12 July 
 to Jude Curtis 

 by email: 
missjudecurtis@btinternet.com 

Grapevine is 
back to its 
proper size and 
thank you to 
everyone who has 
sent such amazing 
material of such 
quality that it made the missing 
four pages necessary again!  The 
Magazine Resource from the 
Diocese is also back in full and in 
its proper place.  

We have included four pages of 
Virus Stories from different 
angles and viewpoints and we 
have Steve to remind us on 
page 4 that Covid-19 is not the 
only thing that is happening in 
the world. 

As a special Thank You and to 
keep us staying together during 
lockdown, especially those 
without internet access, our 
special August edition will be 
free of charge as a hardcopy 
and freely available through the 
St Mary’s website: 
www.stmaryschurchrushden.org  

Jude Curtis, Editor 
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Steve Says  . . . 

Dear Friends, 

Although most of our waking hours - including the 
news, politics, and the economy - have been 
focussed on the COVID-19 pandemic over the last 
few months, the murder of George Floyd by 
Minneapolis’ police on 25 May and the widespread 
demonstrations and protests that followed, broke 
the media’s single-minded focus.  We have been reminded that “other 
things matter”:  things like racism, police violence, and all the ill effects 
that flow from racial, social and economic inequality.  Having grown up in 
the USA,  I felt deeply depressed by the pervasive, continuing presence of 
racism in American life highlighted by this incident in Minneapolis.  Having 
elected a black President for two terms, I had mistakenly thought that the 
USA had moved further towards a less prejudiced and more just society 
than we actually had. 

The Black Lives Matter demonstrations that followed in the UK show that 
we too have a way to go in making life a more level playing field for those 
in the Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities.  I have been 
reminded that simply because my skin is white, I am a person of privilege.  
There may be many struggles in life, but as a white person, I have not had 
to cope with the burden of racism. 

As Christians we need to be aware that, despite arguments which have 
been attempted in the past,  there is absolutely no Biblical justification for 
racism - quite the opposite.  Such arguments ignore the context and 
meaning of the texts.  From the very beginning, the Bible speaks of only 
one race—the human race. 

“So God created mankind in his own image, 
    in the image of God he created them; 

    male and female he created them.”  Genesis 1.27 

In his letters to the churches in Galatia (Galatians 3.27-29) and Colossae, 
Paul spells out the unity of all in God’s Kingdom  

“Here there is no Gentile or Jew, circumcised or uncircumcised,  
barbarian, Scythian, slave or free, but Christ is all, and is in all.”   

Colossians 3.11 
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While we all condemn the violence that has sometimes accompanied 
demonstrations;  it must not make us deaf to the cries for justice that 
come from years of being subjected to racial prejudice and the 
inequalities that flow from it.  Neither should we allow ourselves to 
become distracted by disputes about statues.  While some of these are 
particularly offensive to minorities (e.g. the statue honouring the slave 
trader, Colston, in Bristol) their removal effects only the symbolism: it 
does little to remove the substance of racial discrimination. 

What can we do?  

 We must acknowledge and confess before God our own racial  
prejudices and the systemic racism within our society. Reflection may 
reveal that we have unconsciously and uncritically absorbed attitudes 
and opinions from parents, friends or colleagues that we know do not 
square with following the way of Jesus.  

 We must refuse to accept or collude with expressions of racism or 
take part in racist humour expressed by friends. 

 We can make our concern for racial equality known to our 
representatives in government (Councillors and MP’s) and vote for 
those who seek just reform and the resources that will be required to 
see them implemented.  

 We can support organizations and charities that seek to help those 
from disadvantaged backgrounds and minority communities. 

There may well be more constructive or more creative ideas.  There is no 
quick fix, but there are steps to take towards change.  It is important not 
to give in to discouragement; ask God for the strength to persevere as 
well as the humility to acknowledge where we have fallen short.  While 
perfect race relations will probably never be realised until all sin is dealt 
with at Christ’s return, real progress can be made and Jesus calls us to be 
a part of this work of justice and healing in any way we can.   

“May the God who gives endurance and encouragement  
give you the same attitude of mind toward each other  

that Christ Jesus had.”  Romans 15.5 
 

Grace and peace be with you.     
Steve 
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Before I was alerted to Bernadette Crisp’s contribution to 
the BBC programme Global Questions1, asking what could 
happen after the Coronavirus emergency, I’d sketched out 
this Editorial and written the prayer on page 12, which still feels [and I’m 
OK with that too] a work in progress.  

Potentially there is so much we can learn about ourselves and life in 
general when we find our everyday expectations put under a critical 
microscope. In my case it’s sparked an overwhelming desire to remember 
that ‘Less is more’. 2   

Unconsciously I’ve been running a material and emotional ‘stock take’ and 
discovering that there are many things I would benefit from doing without 
– and I’m not just talking about family packs of Walker’s Plain Crisps or 
man-size [how sexist!] slabs of Scottish All-Butter Shortbread.   

I find myself ‘consciously uncoupling’ from owning a car, disengaging from 
the all-singing and dancing BT TV package – even with the pledge that they 
will screen the missing episodes of Series 17 of NCIS – in favour of old-
fashioned and well-loved DVDs and live TV - with a little knitting on the 
side: the smaller the needles and the more complex the pattern the better. 

The laptop is staying, but only because of its temporary usefulness to 
Zoom physically-distant friends, prayer partners and Book Club. Don’t 
imagine I’ve retired to a world of minimal contact and few resources. I feel 
exceptionally well supported: and am out in the real world to the tune of 
nearly 30 miles walked a week.  It all counts! 

It’s more a fundamental change of attitude. I value the everyday so much 
more - that lovely word ‘cotillion’. I have been given more time to get 
involved in the social anthropology of my nearest corvid families and – at a 
proper distance – human ones too. 

Instead of fitting baking bread between frantic bouts of micro-gardening 
and creating grapevine, I can take all day, if I want. It’s therapeutic in many 
ways – not least the hand kneading that staves off lymphedema. It allows 
my brain to wander, float or ignite, and is a brilliant space to remember all 
the things I’ve already forgotten that day – location of keys, notes, 

 Less is more? Editorial 
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spectacles, tools: those of a certain age will know what I mean. This is 
Mindfulness at its very simplest.  

I seem to have re-booted my relationship with food. I value it more 
because it appears in its raw form as if by magic on my doorstep and yet I 
somehow need it less: maybe just because of that, in some contradictory 
way. Someone else has braved the complexity of shopping so I don’t have 
to risk it. What is in the fridge and larder then becomes precious in a nice 
way, transformed lovingly into Pasta Arabiata or a slice of gluten-free 
Chocolate Fudge Brownie Cake served with a dollop of Greek yoghurt, 
slurp of home-made blueberry compote and eaten slowly with inordinate 
relish and respect: usually with a proper cake fork.  Who would have 
thought, eating this well, I could lose a pound a week during lockdown. 
Yes, you’ve done the maths, that means 13lbs and counting – but I’m not 
obsessing over it: and certainly not gloating!  

Bernadette asked the panel on Global Questions, “Will kindness and 
respect continue after the virus?” She encourages us all by saying “I hope 
it does. It can save peoples’ lives. I know it can.” Amen to that, and to the 
recognition in Steve’s piece on p4 that we need to notice the disparity and 
difference in people’s lives as they experience it too, not just see things 
from our own point of view.  Covid-19 might even force us to stop ignoring 
our global prejudices and the resulting injustice.  

Jude Curtis, Editor 

 

1 This episode of Global Questions aired on 7 June on BBC4 and Radio 4 and is 
available online as a podcast till around 7 July 2020 through the BBC website 
2 to quote, not, as most people think, my architectural  mentor Mies van der Rohe 
but Robert Browning’s poem of 1855, ‘Andrea de Sarto’ which includes the 
phrase “Less is more, Lucrezia”.  
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Not connected to the internet?  
Then this could be for you.  Daily 
Hope is a nationwide resource which 
requires no IT skills and no 
equipment other than your landline. 
The number above effectively puts 
you straight through to Justin 
Welby, the Archbishop of 
Canterbury and  then offers access 
to a brilliant prayer, hymn and 
reflection resource.  
 

There is a simple index [like ringing a 
utility company] which puts you 
through to its different components 
simply by using the numbers on your 
phone keypad. It’s totally free so 
you can spend as  much or as little 
time with it as you like.  
 

Prompted by both Mary  Hadley - 
who has been using it for the last 
three weeks - and Helen Lines who 
sent the visual above, I tried it and 

loved it, spending time with a 
reassuringly familiar range of 
material and singing along with 
familiar hymns.  
 

If you are still toying with the idea of 
joining the IT world but unsure 
whether to take the plunge then 
turn to Virus Stories III on p19 where 
Sue Eagles shares her introduction 
to the cyberworld.  
 

Water Safety Message 
Adults please warn children not to 
go swimming in the River Nene, 
local lakes or canals. 
Please discourage those 
you know who may be 
tempted. The Nene is 
slow moving but the 
strength of the current is deceptive 
and there are lots of unseen, 
underwater snags, weed and silt.  
 

Dirty water carries the  risk of Weil's 

Disease. Rats’ urine usually puts the 
girls off: not necessarily the boys. 

Please report youths swimming near 
locks should they ignore safety 
advice, on 101. If boating please use 
lifejackets, especially for children. 

Christine MacKenzie 
 

Thank you to one of my neighbours 
who, after 12 weeks of self-isolation 
was really missing smelling the roses 
in St Mary’s churchyard. That is the 
inspiration for this month’s cover. Ed 

Virus Stories I  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=neighbourhood+watch+logo+uk&id=0FF7DD8A688349D84B912D6EDA0971D9F39C8794&FORM=IQFRBA
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Continued overleaf 

Parish News 
Open for Private Prayer 
As you will know by now,  the 
government allowed church 
buildings to open for private prayer 
from Monday 15 June.  Therefore, 
we are pleased that at the moment 
we will be able to have St Mary’s 
open on Thursdays from 11.00 - 
1.00pm  and Sundays from 2.00-
4.00pm.  We know that we can pray 
anywhere and anytime, but this is an 
opportunity to meet with God in the 
church building if that is important 
to you.  COVID-19 restrictions will be 
in place and there will be limited 

access.   Newton Bromswold too 
are planning for St Peter’s to be 
ready for private prayer soon: more 
on this later. 
 

Gifts & Offerings 
If you have any questions about 
your regular giving, you are 
welcome to contact our Treasurer, 
Robert Bates to discuss options with 
him on 01933 358005 or email: 
robertbates1947@btinternet.com 
 If you pay by envelope, you are 
welcome to hold on to these until 
the time we can meet again. 
 

Fresh Fields for the Merrifields. 
After over forty years living in 
Higham Ferrers and nearly 25 years 
of worshipping at St Mary’s, Don 
and Sue are downsizing and moving 
to Kettering. Our new address will 
be: 15 Ostler’s Way Kettering NN15 

6GJ. We do not have a moving date 
at the time of writing but guess it 
will be during July. 
 

We have loved our time at St Mary’s 
and hope St Andrew’s Kettering will 
be half as welcoming, active, and full 
of lovely people.  We first came to St 
Mary’s when the Methodist Church 
in Higham was closing/moving and 
we straight away felt welcome, and 
we loved the varied worship styles 
and all the activities going on.  

At our first harvest supper Alan and 
Linnet Smith introduced us to John 
and Jean Tombling  - ‘because you’ll 
be needing a home group’ - and we 
never looked back!  At Home Group 
soon became good friends with 
everyone.  We had never been to 
one before and relished the 
opportunity to study, discuss and 
learn in such a pleasant and friendly 
way. Who guessed that Don would 
end up leading the group for many 
years? 

After a year or two The Bantins 
asked Sue if she could help with the 
Summer Holiday Club and she did, 
and really enjoyed meeting lots of 
children and helping to run a group. 
Sue still runs the holiday clubs with 
Lynne and the team, and now they 
happen three times a year. Some of 
the ‘children’ in those early clubs are 
leaders now! 
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After Sue retired, Barry Morrison 
asked, hesitantly, as was his way, 
whether she could, ‘possibly, and do 
say no if you don’t want to’  take 
over the Bumps and Babes Toddler 
Group when Diana Smith retired.  
Sue leapt at the chance as she had 
always worked with young children 
and was rather missing them.  Soon 
she established Bumps&Babes@ 
Church that became another St 
Mary’s congregation worshipping on 
Monday mornings.  

Another nice thing Sue did, with 
encouragement from our third 
rector, Steve, was attend a new ‘Lay 
Worship Leader’ course and begin 
leading worship on Sunday mornings 
as well as Mondays. Steve is very 
generous in letting lay people ‘have 
a go’ at things and she has really 
loved leading Christmas Nativity 
service with Ruth, Parade services 
with the uniformed organisations 
and evening worship too. 

After a while Don felt called to 
become a Reader and undertook the 
three years training. He has learned 
a great deal, especially from Steve 
who is a wonderful trainer and 
enabler, giving lots of opportunities 
to lead a wide variety of services and 
funerals. About this time Matt Taylor 
was starting ‘Who Let the Dads Out’ 
and Don enjoyed getting involved 
with that too. Sue and Don have 
both served on the PCC from time to 

time and Don has been Church 
Warden twice. 

It will be a huge wrench leaving St 
Mary’s, B&B and Home Group, (we 
will also miss the cleaning rota - but 
not quite as much!) We wish 
everyone God’s blessing for the 
future, and when things return to 
normal hope to visit occasionally.   

  Sue Merrifield 

Thank You!  ... to the many folk 
[family, friends and former 
colleagues] who made my Ninetieth 
Birthday so memorable and 
enjoyable. I had a very full and busy 
day, opening gifts and cards, with 
telephone calls and visitors, not 
forgetting the artistically designed 
birthday cake. I am truly blessed.    
                                               David Clarke  
 

Children's Society News. 
John's Autumn quiz this year for the 
Children's Society is entitled  "Boys 
will be Boys" and is on sale now 
price £1 and the closing date is  30 
December 2020. When the lockdown 
is lifted you should be able 
to buy it from your usual contacts 
but if you would like one sooner two 
of our usual outlets are open 
'Seasons Garden Centre' and 
'Bosworths' will have them on sale 
or they can be obtained by sending 
the fee of a £1 and a SAE to Joy 
Holloway 51,Fern Road Rushden 
NN10 6AU. Thank you to all those who 
support us by buying this quiz. 

More Parish News 
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The Gardeners’ Progress 
“Cor it wernt arf luvly to git back  

t’ doin a bitta gaardnin.”   
 

It was decided that if we kept to social distancing 
rules and kept the gates locked whilst working, it 
would be OK to resume gardening duties on Wednesdays. Mind you, they are 
only too pleased to keep away from me! Most of the usual team were able to 
help but, unfortunately, due to a technical fault to his car (a flat battery) Mick 
was absent for the first two weeks so when he did come, he has had to work 
extra hard. 

During lock down the Garden of Rest has been well looked after by Tony and 
Gill and Gill has continued to help along with Marion. This week Yvonne 
joined us and it was good to see her again. 

As you can imagine the borders were looking very forlorn and we realised 
that a lot of hard work would be needed to clear them. Peter started working 
on the border from the West steps to the Dearlove grave and it has taken 
him two weeks to clear it but it is now looking lovely. The rest of us worked 
on the front two borders. The ground was covered in bluebell, hyacinth and 
daffodil leaves, but, these have now all been removed and added to the 
compost heap which is huge. For the first two weeks we were unable to 
cultivate the soil as it was rock hard, but after a bit of rain Mick has been able 
to set some cosmos and tobacco plants. The two containers outside the hall 
have been planted with marigolds and snapdragons. Along with the roses 
[see front cover] which are now in full bloom, there should be a colourful 
display during the summer. Our next task is to clear the border from the 
West gate to The Wheatsheaf. This is the most challenging as it is always the 
last one to be done.  

Below is the report from 11 years ago. What a pity we were unable to hold the 
Church Fete this year. 

Gardeners’ Report for 10 June 2009 

As usual on the Wednesday before the Garden Fete we all trooped up to the 
Rectory armed with brushes and spades for the annual clear up. I’m not sure 
what Steve and Sue made of us all but they made us very welcome and by 
the time we left it was looking smart enough for Saturday, which turned out 
to be a lovely day and a good time was had by all. When we got back to the 
Church Alan had cut the grass on the Garden of Rest and Fred made me sort 
out the dreaded Compost Heap.  
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One of my "Thank you, 
God" moments was last Monday 
evening when I watched a programme 
coming from the Refugee Camps in 
Greece. It really put things into 
perspective. They have next to nothing 
and we have so much to be thankful 
for, I don't know how they cope with 
life, I certainly wouldn't be able to if I 
was in their place.  Ann Whitworth 

Thank you, Father, for the rapid 
recovery of Colin’s brother, Robert, 
taken to hospital suddenly ill, but now 
home and recovering. 

Thank you, Father God, 
for the life of Ravi Zacharias (1946 - 
2020) - a wonderful Christian apologist 
- though that doesn't seem quite the 
right word for such a positive presence 
and defender of Christianity.  

Richard Toosey 
 

Thank you God for my allotment. Yes 
hard work at times but somewhere I 
have been legally allowed to spend 
time since day one of lockdown. Social 
distancing has been no problem and 
the benefits massive. Fresh air, 
exercise and lots of lovely fruit and 
veg. With little pollution the sky has 
been a glorious clear blue. Thank you 
God that I have been able to stand 
amongst my fruit trees, listen to the 
woodpecker and watch the red kites 
glide effortlessly above me.  Jeannie C 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you, Father God!  

  
  

  
 

Dear Father God, 
When you have taken this plague 

away from us,  
Can some things stay? 

 

May I continue to be less grumpy, 
less judgemental  

And instead, endlessly grateful  
To You and the hidden heroes who 

hold our lives together.  
 

May I always remember to smile at 
strangers in your name;  

Help first and judge the wisdom of 
doing it later or, better, never. 

 

Father God, please continue to be 
present in my life  

in ways you never were  
before this happened.  

 

Will you continue to encourage my 
constant prayers  

With your constant presence? 
 

Dear God, you had, and still have,  
So much to teach me.  

 

Thank you, Father God. Amen  
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Daily Bible Readings for July 2020 
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     Virus stories II 
 
 
 
A Sign of the Times 
Apologies for the instances of my 
dyslexia creeping  [particularly] into 
the April edition of grapevine. I am 
fascinated and frustrated by the 
Corvid family: crow, rook, raven, jay, 
magpie.  My fingers naturally type 
‘Corvid’ for ‘Covid’.  Any instances 
not spotted by our hardworking 
proofing team are entirely my fault.  
‘Corvid-19’ is not a new addition to 
my the avian family.  Jude Curtis 
 

The Christian Medical Fellowship 
exists to unite and equip Christian 
doctors and nurses to live and speak 
for Jesus Christ.   

Nationally the website https://
www.cmf.org.uk/ provides a range 
of helpful materials, blogs and 
podcasts. For clinical staff who need 
someone to listen there is prayer 
support from the pastoral care 
team: Pastoral Care and Well-being 
Programme - 
email: wellbeing@cmf.org.uk for 
queries and support. 

In Northamptonshire there is a 
fortnightly Zoom prayer time at 
8.00pm on Saturday evenings 
including 4 and 18 July.  

 

Please contact Sheila Matthews 
(srm4109@doctors.org.uk) for the 
zoom invitation to join. All local 
health workers are welcome to join 
the meeting or get in touch to chat. 

Coronavirus: The South African 
village preparing for Covid-19 
The South Africa government is 
urging people to wash their hands 
frequently and to practise good 
personal hygiene to keep Covid-19 at 
bay, but this is a tall order for 
thousands of people in rural areas of 
the KwaZulu-Natal province where 
water is scarce.  
 

The lack of taps and clean running 
water has forced people to share 
dirty streams with animals.  
 

Coronavirus – and the heightened 
demand for water that it’s brought – 
has made matters worse.  
Reported on BBC News Daily:  
Mon 1 June 2020 

https://www.cmf.org.uk/
https://www.cmf.org.uk/
mailto:Pastoral%20Care%20and%20Well-being%20Programme 
mailto:Pastoral%20Care%20and%20Well-being%20Programme 
mailto:wellbeing@cmf.org.uk?Subject=Pastoral%20Care
mailto:srm4109@doctors.org.uk
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A good read for the summer? 

 

Diocese of Peterborough – Magazine Resource – July 2020 
Produced by the Diocesan Office, The Palace, Peterborough, PE1 1YB 

Tel: 01733 887000  Email: communications@peterborough-diocese.org.uk 
www.peterborough-diocese.org.uk 

I 
wonder if you are the sort of person 

who loves to get stuck into a book or 

two over the summer. “Well, choose 

carefully because you can’t judge a 

book by its cover” – that’s what I was 

told as a schoolboy. A rapid glance at 

my bookshelf will confirm that theory – 

Power, Corruption and Pies is nothing 

to do with sinister ambitions in the 

catering industry; Has Keele Failed? is 

not an account of shortcomings at the 

motorway service station; You Can’t 

Play the Game If You Don’t Know the 

Rules does not even mention lineouts, 

rucks or mauls.  

    Actually, I’m always rather relieved 

that you can’t judge a book by its cover. 

All of us at some stage put on a front, 

and most of us have moments that we 

are really not proud of – private and 

locked away from public viewing. But 

God knows us as we are. He sees the 

cover and reads the book. He writes 

the preface … witnesses our 

introduction … pays close attention to 

every turn of the page … accompanies 

us into every new chapter … and is still 

engrossed by the epilogue and the 

bibliography. In other words, he is our 

unfailingly close companion from cover 

to cover.  

    To our shame, we sometimes never 

get further than judging the cover. 

Samuel (in the Bible) rightly observes 

that “men and women look at the 

outward appearance, but the Lord looks 

at the heart”. What a relief. God sees 

us as we are and still loves us. Like the 

patient and long-suffering father in the 

story of the Prodigal Son, God knows 

that there have been times when we 

have messed up and pushed him to 

one side, but still he longs for our 

homecoming. He runs to meet us when 

we are still a dot on the horizon. He’s 

read Volume 1 and longs to start 

Volume 2. 

    Take a leaf out of God’s book – don’t 

judge by the outward appearance. He 

is unfailingly patient as we blunder 

through the pages of our story, so let’s 

take that same attitude with those 

around us. I heard a missionary tell the 

story of the time he arrived at a church 

carrying his motorbike helmet and 

showing a shaved head and an arm-full 

of tattoos. He was coming to speak to a 

church gathering. He did not 

immediately introduce himself but 

asked the person who was welcoming 

people at the door whether he was in 

the right place for the event. “Yes, there 

is something on this evening,” she 

replied, looking at him suspiciously, 

“but I don’t think it’s for people like you.” 

Ouch! In the Bible, we are (thankfully) 

forbidden from judging others. Leave it 

to God. He sees the cover and knows 

every word of the book. Meanwhile, 

let’s have the patience and the grace 

not to judge a 

book by its cover. 

Happy reading! 

Richard Ormston 

Archdeacon of Northampton 

mailto:communications@peterborough-diocese.org.uk
http://www.peterborough-diocese.org.uk
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One of our Gen2 missioners has been 
keeping children and young people 
entertained in an unusual way during 
lockdown – thanks to Taskmaster. 
 

Lizzie Moesbauer, Youth Minister at 
Whitefriars Church in Rushden, has 
been organising Taskmaster activities 
twice a week for the church’s youth. 
For those unfamiliar, Taskmaster is a 
TV show (previously on Dave, now on 
Channel 4) where comedians are given 
bizarre challenges to complete in a set 
amount of time (eg: ‘You have 20 
minutes to impress the Mayor of 
Chesham – go!’ or ‘Make an exotic 
sandwich’). It has proved to be an 
extremely popular programme – 
particularly with young people. But 

when the coronavirus shutdown first 
began, the show was far from Lizzie’s 
mind. 
 

“When we went into lockdown like the 
rest of the country, we were not able 
to continue the discipleship group that 
we would normally run on a Sunday 
night,” explains Lizzie. “I knew that I 
needed to do something to engage 
with young people, but I did not know 
what to do. I decided to make a 
WhatsApp group with them (with their 
parents’ permission) and we just 
started chatting. I thought it was great 
that we were still able to engage with 
one another but I felt like something 
was missing. 
 

Are you up to the task? 
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“I was struggling to decide about 
what else we could do because I 
wanted them to have fun, but I had 
no idea how to carry on doing 
engaging youth work in this strange 
world that we had found ourselves 
living in.” 
 

But then Lizzie thought back to a 
time when the church’s youth had 
been able to meet – Soul Survivor 
2019 – and inspiration struck. 
 

“I came up with the idea of setting 
them challenges because we had 
been playing Taskmaster at Soul 
Survivor last summer, which they 

loved doing,” she says. 
 

Young people and their families have 
therefore been asked to submit 
videos of themselves completing 
crazy tasks. The tasks have included 
such challenges as ‘Recreate a picture 
of yourself’, ‘Make a big version of 
something small’, ‘Human buckaroo – 
balance as many items on a person as 
possible’ and ‘Put a tea bag in a mug’, 
with one particular family in the 
church managing to throw a teabag  

Story continues overleaf 
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continuously around Rushden before 
putting the kettle on! 

The most popular task, though, has 
been ‘Make a music video’, with 
families filming clips for such songs as 
‘Runaway Baby’ by Bruno Mars and 
Gloria Gaynor’s ‘I Will Survive’.  

Seeing people of all ages getting 
involved in the challenges has been 
extremely satisfying for Lizzie. 

“It has been great being able to see the 
youth include their family in these 
challenges,” she says. “Young people 
relish being silly and having fun with 
each other, even when they cannot 
physically be together. Since doing 
these challenges, I have also learned 
that that they are extremely 
competitive!” 

Recreating a painting 
This competitiveness has also been used 
by Lizzie in organising monthly Zoom 
quizzes for the whole church, which have 
proved a popular way to spend a 
Saturday evening. However, her work 
with the youth remains Lizzie’s first 
priority. Taskmaster is proving a hit but 
their spiritual care comes first. 

“I was struck that throughout all of this 
fun that we (myself and the youth) had 
not brought God into any of our 
conversations, so I decided to start doing 
Zoom calls as well. We currently meet 
every Sunday night, play some games, 
share our highs and lows of the week, 
and pray for one another. I have really 
enjoyed being able to see the group in 
real-time.  However, as most youth 
leaders have found, trying to do anything 
structured over Zoom with young people 
is near-on impossible!” 

Lizzie chats with the youth group  
over Zoom 

 
A host of useful information and resources to help you during this time can be 

found via www.peterborough-diocese.org.uk/coronavirus/coronavirus. 

https://www.peterborough-diocese.org.uk/coronavirus/coronavirus
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Virus stories III - Don’t read this . . . 
... if you are an expert in technology 
and using a computer is child’s play 
to you.   

If, however, you are, like me ‘of 
riper years’: could write all you know 
about such technology on the back 
of a very small postage stamp and 
have never been particularly 
bothered about that - then read on. 

My story began about three years 
ago when a good friend of mine, 
also of ‘riper years’ said [more than 
once], “It’s about time you came 
into the 21st Century and got on 
line.” She told me how much she 
enjoyed having a computer and the 
amazing wealth of material one 
could find on it. Sending and 
receiving emails also seemed a very 
good idea, especially as I have quite 
a few friends abroad, who could be 
contacted quickly and easily. 
Eventually after a lot of talking, and 
no action on my part, another good 
friend ordered me an iPad from 
Amazon. I am so pleased I have it. 

It cost around £300 but there are 
cheaper alternatives. There is also a 
monthly broadband charge again 
with various packages available. I 
needed help to set it up [more good 
friends] but the basics were not too 
difficult to grasp. So far, I haven’t 
explored all it can do, but, even so, it 
has been a boon. Being able to 

communicate by email has been 
great. As well as keeping in touch 
with my friends and with church 
matters I’ve been able to receive 
and reply to updates from our 
mission partners. I have also 
enjoyed finding out about many 
topics which interest me and 
watching television programmes I 
missed [University Challenge always 
clashed with our Home Group].  

More recently, with the arrival of 
Covid-19, it has meant a great deal 
to join in our Sunday worship on 
line, and to feel part of the Body of 
Christ, even though we are not 
together in church. 

Not long after I bought my iPad I 
discovered a book in W H Smith 
entitled iPad for the Over 50s by 
Marc Campbell, which has been 
helpful. I also discovered the Apple 
helpline and was talked through a 
query by a very pleasant and very 
patient adviser – I don’t want to 
presume on my friends all the time! 

If you have been thinking of going 
on line for the first time I would 
recommend it. I’m sure that a 
younger family member, or a 
member of our church family would 
help you get started.  If I can do it 
[with a little help from my friends] 
so can you!                       Sue Eagles 
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Martin arrived in 1961: born in Coventry to Mum, Chris, who was an Art 
Resource Technician and Father, Gordon, who worked for the Ford 
Motor Company as a car body design engineer. He has one older sister, 
Karin, who now teaches in a school for disadvantaged and excluded 
children in London.  

They moved to South Ockendon  in Essex when Martin was a year old 
and he started school there at Dilkes Primary School, moving to a brand 
new school which only opened  in his final year. His favourite subjects 
later were Economics, History and Accounting.  

At eighteen he went to do Business Studies and Computer Programming 
at Chelmsford College of Further Education: this was in the days of basic 
programming with the help of physical punch cards. The computer itself 
filled a whole room. He left college for the Securities Department of 
Midland Bank, leaving in 1983 for Lazard Asset Management where he 
still works.  

Over the years technology has transformed the process of cash 
movement and financial activities – like trading shares – can be achieved 
with the touch of a key. This trend is expected to continue and Martin’s 
role has shifted towards issues like oversight control and risk 
management.  

In 1990 Martin met Ruth through Rotoract. Their first date was going to 
see the now classic film ‘War of the Roses’ which turned out to be about 
a couple getting divorced! After the film they spent considerable time 
hunting for the car as Martin forgot where he’d parked it in the multi-
storey.  

Despite the inauspicious start Martin proposed in Wales, near the Fairy 
Glen, and Ruth accepted, and on a clear, sunny day in January 1991 they 
were married at the Lion Walk United Reform Church in the centre of 
Colchester. They stayed overnight at an hotel in Thetford and fitted in a 
honeymoon later in the summer in the Lake District. They came home to 
a new home in Great Cornard in Suffolk. 

In 1995 they decided to move to Northamptonshire after seeing an 

Meet the Congregation – Martin Compton 
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advert for 
Wimpey 
Homes in 
Rushden. 
They 
instantly 
fell in love 
with the 
‘shell’ of 
the house they moved into and 
have been there ever since. 

They have two sons: Edward, 
who has now left home and is 
working as a Computer Systems 
Architect and Thomas, currently 
doing a Masters in the Political 
Psychology of International 
Relations.  

They have been coming to St 
Mary’s for nearly twenty years. 
Martin has been PCC Secretary 
for eight years and will continue 
as a member of the PCC. He 
enjoys organising the Church 
Fete and is treasurer of the 
Mission Committee. He is also 
involved in organising Jumble 
Sales, Heritage Days ... he’s a 
good organiser! 

Martin loves our beautiful, 
historic church and has found 
everyone to be very helpful and 
cooperative – which is good 
news for an organiser! 

Roving Reporter. 

  

Hobbies? 
Long walks on hills and 

mountains, cooking, gardening 
[especially vegetables],  

Coin-collecting.  
 

Guests to dinner and what 
would you serve? 

The Family for full roast 
Christmas dinner 

 

Favourite Places? 
Rutland and Cumbria: but enjoy 

going abroad too 

 
Special Treat? 

Train spotting and Steam 
Festivals 

 

Proudest Moments? 
Getting married and the birth of 

our sons 
 

Favourite Bible verse , hymn or 
worship song? 

‘Be Thou My Vision’ and Psalm 
23. I like to listen and join in with 

Hillsong Worship’s version of 
The Creed:   ‘This I believe’,  

especially on bad days.  
  

Those questions 
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P. G. SAVAGE 
PAPERHANGING 

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 
PAINTING 

FREE Estimates & Advice Given 
Reliable Service 

01933 316278 
10, Wymington Rd, Rushden, Northants 

PAINTERS & 
DECORATORS 

WITH 

OVER 30 YEARS 
EXPERIENCE 

Daffynitions 
Our  

advertisers  

  

  

  

Eclipse                      What a barber  
   does for a living 
Egomania                 A passion for  
   omelettes 
Extinct                       Dead skunk 
Fastidious                 Someone who is  
    quick and ugly 
Flood                         A river which is  
   too big for its  
   bridges 
Goblet                       A small turkey 
Gossip                       Letting the chat  
   out of the bag 
Hay                            Grass a la mode 
Heroes                      What a guy in a  
   boat does 
Hogwash                 Pig’s laundry 
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 Lasting Powers of Attorney 
Accident or illness can strike at any time.  

If you suffer a  loss of capacity to  
make decisions, what safeguards to protect your loved ones 

have you made? Can they manage your affairs if you are 
rendered incapable of doing so? 

For confidential advice on Powers of Attorney 
Contact us today to arrange a FREE initial consultation. 

Stephen Wilkins - 01933 426266 

  

 Ribchester Carpentry 
all aspects of woodwork 

undertaken 
 

mob: 07508 052463 
e mail: 

jay.ribchester@gmail.com 
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Looking Back at St Mary’s Magazines 

50 years ago 
 

July 1970 

Around and About 
Our Choir has been asked 

to give a recital in 

Pavenham Church, 

Bedfordshire, on the 

occasion of their Flower 

Festival, Saturday 4th 

July at 5.30pm. We are 

hoping to run a coach 

from Rushden leaving 

about 3.30pm and 

arriving at Pavenham in 

time for tea in a garden 

near the Church,[weather 

permitting. 

  

We should be very 

pleased to have any non-

choir members who could 

join us. Please contact 

any Choir Member for 

further details. PEP  

 

Noyes Fludde  

Thursday July 9th, 

7.30pm 
[Noah’s Flood!] by 

Benjamin Britten. 

Admission by Programme 

6/-, children 3/- 

 

 

25 years ago 
 

July 1995 

Garden Fete 
Despite cool weather 

and a slightly lower 

attendance at the 

Garden Fete the 

receipts were higher 

than ever at £1,077. 

Half the proceeds will 

go to the Fabric Fund 

and half to the 

Missionary Fund for 

MAMS 
 

The Church Mission 

Society 
The Church Mission 

Society has a new name 

and a new general 

Secretary. It has 

appointed the first 

woman ... In its 196 year 

history. Diana Witts, a 

leading expert on Sudan 

succeeds Bishop Michael 

Nazir-Ali who is now 

bishop of Rochester...As 

CMS approaches it 200th 

anniversary the change of 

‘Missionary’ to ‘Mission’ 

reflects the purpose for 

which it was established 

- to offer itself and its 

resources to the Church 

as an enabler of mission. 
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Crossword No 368 
ACROSS 
1 Cathedral in Lancashire 
(9) 
7 Cathedral in 
Nottinghamshire (9) 
10 After tax (4) 
11 ‘Judah is a ---’s whelp’, 
(Genesis 49:9AV) (4) 
12 RC cathedral in West 
Yorkshire (5) 
15 Of the kidneys (5) 
16 Bit (5) 
17 Palebuck (5) 
18 Cathedral in East 
Midlands (5) 
19 Cathedral in North 
Yorkshire (5) 
20 Fleshy fruit (5) 
23 Monastic hood (4) 
25 ‘Yet with the --- of sin 
and strife’, (carol) (4) 
26 Having a low intelligence (9) 
27 Cathedral in West Midlands (9) 
 

DOWN 
2 Swag (4) 
3 Attractive young woman (5) 
4 Genuflected (5) 
5 Bap (4) 
6 Announce (9) 
7 Ruined cathedral in Scotland (2,7) 
8 Cathedral in Merseyside (9) 
9 Cathedral in northern Scotland (9) 
12 Dolly (anag.), man’s name (5) 
13 Job’s comforter (5) 
14 Steeple (5) 
21 Ancient Scandinavian (5) 
22 Home of Notre-Dame cathedral (5) 
24 Board game (4) 
25 ---, O ---, and sleep no longer’, (hymn) (4) 
 

Solution to Crossword No 367 

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

10 11

12 13 14

15 16

17

18 19

20 21 22

23 24 25

26

27

 

 

H O L Y H O L Y H O L Y

I A E I A E M

G A B R I E L P H O T O

H E N I P N L

T E L L O U T M Y S O U L

H U H R Y

E N M E S H M O S A I C

C E J R O

R I G H T R E V E R E N D

O I E W G G D

S I D O N E V A N G E L

S D O S N E E

C O R R E S P O N D E D
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GENTLEMEN’S HAIR STYLIST 

40-42, HIGH STREET SOUTH RUSHDEN 
 

6 FULL TIME STYLISTS 

Walk in or for appointments ring 
 

01933 356483 

PARKING 

OPPOSITE 

 

NOBLE EYE CARE 
Est 1963 

 

Affordable  
Family Eye Care 

Celebrating 57 years in our community 

Now at: 
89 High St, Rushden  

NN10 0NZ 

312551 
www.nobleopticians.co.uk  

 

 

£5 million  

public liability  

insurance 

Rushden based 

 
John Hadley      tel: 07973 828897 

email: jjhadley71@gmail.com 

Hadley Woodland Management 
hedge trimming 

pruning  - tree removal 

seasoned woodland logs 

hedge & tree planting 

small woodland  

management  

& conservation   
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Hollis Brothers 
High class butchers 

 

44 Duck St. Rushden 

357763 
Friendly, personal service 

PETER TOMAS 
Comprehensive Glazing Service  

Boarding Up & Property Secured  

Property Maintenance  

Garage Doors Installed 

Tel: 359688 

PETER DRAPER 
Photographic 

 

* PASSPORT PHOTOS * 
BINOCULARS  * TELESCOPES 

65, High St, RUSHDEN   
419909 

P. W. HOUSE 
54, High Street, Rushden 
 

Rushden’s Family Jeweller 
For over 60 years     
 

Tel: 418877 

The 
Distinctive 

Jeweller 

R J Smith & Son 

 Shoe Repairs 
 Engraving 

 Gifts 
 Locksmiths 

 Watch Straps & 
Batteries 

www.rjsmith-son.co.uk 

 

 

Barnes Tree Services 
All types of tree work undertaken 

 
01933 356205     

A . ABBOTT & SONS 
PERSONAL FUNERAL DIRECTORS 

BEDFORD ROAD, RUSHDEN 
 

‘Owned and operated by  
the Abbott family for four generations’ 

 

Tel: Rushden 312142 
24 HOUR SERVICE TO ALL AREAS 

 

Private Chapel of rest, 
Service Chapel, Catering suite, 

Memorial display, Floral tributes 
Pre-paid plans available         Est. 1885 

 

www.abbottfunerals.co.uk 
info@abbottfunerals.co.uk 

RUSHDEN SCHOOL 
OF MOTORING         Tel: 312874 
4 Hall Avenue, Rushden, NN10 9ET 

Practical and theory tuition  
in manual and automatic cars                

Probably Rushden’s oldest  established 
driving school: 1957-2019 

mailto:info@abbottfunerals.co.uk
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Enjoying lockdown: 'Not having 
anything in my diary was a 
blessing in disguise' 

For many of us, life is a series of 
commitments - whether that's 
social events, family gatherings or 
work-related meetings. Lockdown 
has meant that our diaries are 
suddenly empty, and for those of us 
with busy lives, the stark change 
has been difficult to adjust to. But 
for others, it's been a wake-up call. 
Rather than lamenting the loss of a 
packed calendar, some people have 
found that the quieter, slower life 
imposed by the coronavirus 
lockdown offered a much-needed 
break.  

Imthiaz Rehman always used to 
plan his life to the tiniest degree. He 
was always thinking about the next 
project or event. "I could be a really 
obsessive diary planner," he says. "I 
would plan all of my work on 
Outlook and I had a really unhealthy 
habit of planning my whole life on 
Google calendar ... I never had any 
free time - it was always one thing 
after another." 

...The first thing Imthiaz felt when 
lockdown was announced was "an 
overwhelming sense of panic and 
dread", because of the gravity of 
the situation, and the uncertainty 
about what life would look like.  

Panic was followed by boredom - 
something he hadn't felt in a while.  

"Being bored does strange things 
to you," says Imthiaz. "I was doing 
things just to take up my time, like 
online yoga classes and running. 
I've never done them before. They 
really lifted my mood and made me 
feel less stressed. It was like all my 
self-inflicted pressure had been 
lifted."  

He'd become caught up in the 
"sense of urgency" he thinks comes 
with being a young professional in a 
big city ...  A couple of weeks into 
the "new normal", Imthiaz realised 
that taking a break was something 
he'd never done before - and that 
he didn't miss his old way of life. 
"The things I've been doing during 
lockdown have been better for me 
than had I been going on holiday. 
It's made me think about what's 
really important in life." 

For Imthiaz - and the others 
interviewed - there's no question 
that things will be different. "I've 
got more freedom in my life," he 
says. "I'm definitely going to slow 
down." 

Thea de Gallier, 
BBC News Daily, 
Wednesday 3 June 
2020 

Virus stories IV 
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Over the past weeks in lockdown 
I’ve often wondered what it must 
be like to face the coronavirus in 
less comfortable surroundings. I’ve 
thought of Nairobi’s sprawling 
urban slum, Kibera; the vast refugee 
settlement at Cox’s Bazar [sic] in 
Bangladesh and impoverished bush 
villages in parts of Africa. I know 
that these are just a few of the 
many places in which  people’s lives 
were unbelievably hard, even 
before this happened.  
 

Tearfund – one of the organisations 
we support here at St Mary’s – has 
also been thinking of such places, 
and, in Jesus’ Name, continuing to 
reach out to many of the world’s 
most vulnerable people.  It has been 
responding to disasters for over 
fifty years, has a policy of working 
alongside the local church, and is in 
close contact with other 
humanitarian agencies.  All these 
factors help its ministry to be 
relevant to today’s challenges. 
 

It’s estimated that, throughout the 
world, around 844 million people 
are without clean water, which, of 
course, is vital for health and 

indispensable in the fight against 
Covid-19. Tearfund is helping to 
construct water tanks and simple 
taps and to distribute essential 
hygiene kits. It is teaching how 
good hygiene and sanitation can 
combat the spread of the virus, and 
fighting misinformation.  
 

The pandemic has brought added 
hardship to many who are now 
unable to earn money to buy food. 
Tearfund is taking emergency aid to 
them to ensure that they do not go 
hungry. Also, for the people in 
greatest need, existing feeding 
centres and emergency cash 
assistance are being adapted so 
that help can be given as quickly as 
possible.  
 

Tearfund is encouraging people to 
pray for an end to the pandemic, 
and welcomes financial support for 
its work. Our own Lent Collection 
this year was for Tearfund and is still 
open for those who would like to 
add to it. Please contact our church 
treasurer, Bob Bates, on 01933 
358005 if you feel led to help in this 
way.                           Sue Eagles  

for the Mission Committee   

 Mission Matters  
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     Book Reviews 
Ruth Stout, Gardening Without 
Work : for the Aging, the Busy and 
the Indolent : originally published in 

the 1950s, re-issued 2017 by Martino 
Fine Books 
 

This title may sound very dry and 
boring, but it is far from it.  Ruth 
Stout was a very early proponent of 
the mulching movement.  Writing 
from her Connecticut home in the 
early 1950s, she describes how she 
covers her garden (for both flowers 
and vegetables) with an 8” thick 
layer of hay, summer and winter.  
This prevents weeds and allows her 
to garden without digging at all.  It 
also produces excellent crops 
and really boosts biodiversity 
and she shares tips and advice 
gleaned from many sources of 
the time.  Some things do not 
work so well in the UK – hay, 
for example, may well just 
encourage slugs – but the 
principle of a thick layer of 
biodegradable mulch is now 
generally accepted as 
mainstream for organic 
gardeners and non-organic 
gardeners alike.   
 

Since the advent of Covid-19, 
many more people have 
discovered the fragility of the 
food chain, and home 
gardening has really taken off 

again.  Ruth’s methods work equally 
well for those of us with busy jobs, 
care for active children, or who are 
less flexible and mobile than we used 
to be.   
 

Her prose is engaging, often very 
funny, and the line drawings which 
accompany it are excellent cartoons. 

Anna Kingsmill-Vellacott 
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The (non-)ringing situation remains the same while churches are closed 
and as yet we are unsure when this may change. The lockdown is begin-
ning to ease so we are keeping an eye out for when we may be able to 
meet in the belfry again, but we expect it to be some time away still. 

The ringers are still maintaining contact with the help of phones and com-
puters and trying to keep fit for when ringing can start again. 

As previously mentioned, we are having a virtual practice using the ring-
ing program - Ringing Room - and are beginning to get to grips with it be-
cause it is very different from when you can see the ropes moving in front 
of you. The sallies are displayed on the screen, but they are stationary, 
and a colour change indicates which stroke you are on. After the Rounds 
mentioned last time, changes are now being 'rung' and they are sounding 
good because we are beginning to anticipate the delays caused by the 
internet.  

It is a pity that only the ringers can hear us. 

Stay safe until we can all meet again.                                            Tintinnabulum 

Belfry Gossip 

“There has been a very positive response to the request for pledges to 
enable Therese, Mobi and Lilly to move to a house in Higham at the 
beginning of July: more than forty received within a week, easily 
exceeding the £8,400 needed for rent and utilities for a year.”                  
         Andrew Presland 

“Thank you so much for your generosity in response to the Refugee 
Appeal a couple of months ago. The financial support was much 
appreciated but even more important was the sense that you were 
sharing with me the burden of giving hospitality to our friends 
from Egypt. And now your wonderful generosity has made it possible for 
Mobi, Therese and Lilly to move into a new home.   

As I thank you I want too to praise God for his faithfulness and for the 
privilege of being part of such a generous church family. "       Linnet Smith 

Postscript - a very big Thank You! 
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